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Abstract: To further improve the comprehensive operating performance of the single motor
hybrid electric vehicle, a single motor hybrid powertrain configuration with dual planetary gears
(SMHPC-2PG) design is proposed in this paper. By adopting a topology design method that
characterizes the constraint relationship between power resource components and planetary gear
(PG) nodes, all feasible configuration candidates based on the basic configuration scheme are
systematically explored, and dynamic models of configuration candidates are automatically generated.
The optimal fuel economy and dynamic performance for configuration candidates are simulated by
applying the global optimal control strategy based on dynamic programming (DP). Results of this
study demonstrate that SMHPC-2PG with excellent operating performance can be screened out by
this method.

Keywords: hybrid electric vehicle; powertrain configuration; topology design; fuel economy;
dynamic performance

1. Introduction

With the increasingly stringent emission and fuel consumption regulations, major automobile
manufacturers have stepped up the research and development of hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), which
is a key technology for energy saving and emission reduction. Compared with a conventional fuel
vehicle, the HEV can adopt electric energy to replace fossil fuels wholly or partially for driving when
the engine is in the condition of low efficiency and high fuel consumption, which can improve fuel
economy and reduce emissions [1–3].

In recent years, the HEV market has been dominated by the power-split hybrid electric vehicle
with the function of an electric continuously variable transmission (ECVT) [4,5]. Both Toyota Hybrid
System (THS) and GM (General Motors Corporation) Advanced Hybrid System (AHS) adopt the
power-split hybrid powertrain configuration scheme [6–9]. By introducing clutch to change the way
of combination and connection between PG nodes and power resource components, the power-split
hybrid powertrain configuration possesses multiple operating modes, which greatly increases the
probability of high-efficient operation for the vehicle. Therefore, the multi-mode power-split hybrid
powertrain configuration based on planetary gear (PG) has enormous potential in improving fuel
economy [10,11]. However, the flexible combination and connection of PG lead to a large number
of configuration candidates, which make it difficult to simultaneously express the topology and
functional characteristics and judge the feasibility and applicability of configurations. Therefore,
it is a challenging task to search out excellent configurations in a large number of configuration
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candidates [12]. To overcome this issue, many scholars have carried out relevant research on the
optimization of and screening for configuration schemes. Kim et al. optimized the all power-split
configuration with single PG (PSC-1PG) by applying the lever method [13]. Similarly, Zhang et al.
screened the PSC-1PG by adopting the method of increasing/decreasing clutch, and optimized the
parameters of components [14]. Literatures [13,14] mainly use the simple model of lever mechanics to
replace complex and changeable PG systems, which can intuitively express the connection between PG
and power resource components. However, the lever method mainly extracts the dynamic equation of
configuration by a manual approach. Therefore, it is almost impossible to employ the lever method to
seriatim analyze the complex multi-PG configuration and obtain the optimal configuration. In view of
this issue, literature [15] proposed a general matrix search method based on the internal connection
relationship of PG and the state sequence of clutch. By employing this method, the power-split
configuration with dual PGs (PSC-2PG) was searched completely, and the PSC-2PG with greater
advantages in fuel economy was obtained. On the basis of literature [15], Zhuang et al. added the
acceleration constraints to the above search method, searched the power-split configuration with
three PGs (PSC-3PG) with the optimization objectives of fuel economy and dynamic performance,
and pointed out that compared with the PSC-2PG, the PSC-3PG has an obvious advantage only in
traction performance [16]. Therefore, in hybrid powertrain configuration based on PG, the introduction
of dual PGs can maximize the improvement potential of configuration in fuel economy and other
performances. Based on the idea of mode combination and superposition in the search process of
configuration, literatures [15,16] provide a variety of operating modes for the hybrid powertrain
configuration with multi-PG, which increases the probability of high-efficient operation for the vehicle.
However, due to the discrete characteristics of the state sequence of clutch, it is necessary to seriatim
analyze and classify the operating modes in the search process. In addition, literature [17] optimized
the hybrid powertrain configuration by adopting a bond graph. Nevertheless, the completeness
of configuration needs to be analyzed by employing assistant tools in the generation process of
configuration, which makes the search process cumbersome. Compared with the above studies that
optimize and screen configuration completely, literatures [18,19] mainly focus on the analysis and
combination for specific operating modes to generate configuration schemes, which can narrow the
search range and avoid the meaningless configurations that may occur during the search process,
but cannot ensure the generation of the optimal configuration.

All the power-split hybrid powertrain configurations adopt two motors. In contrast, the single
motor hybrid powertrain configuration has the advantages of simple structure, ease of control, and low
cost. Therefore, many scholars have shifted their research focus to the single motor hybrid powertrain
configuration. Sundström et al. studied the single motor hybrid powertrain configuration based
on the connection relationship of the motor [20]. Furthermore, Debal et al. improved fuel economy
by optimizing the component parameters of P2 and P3 configurations [21]. On the basis of P2
configuration, Sun et al. increased the system topology by introducing PG, which improved the fuel
economy of the multi-mode P2 configuration [22]. At present, although some progress has been made
in the research of the single motor hybrid powertrain configuration, the improvement potential for the
existing single motor hybrid powertrain configuration in fuel economy is still limited [23,24].

To further improve the comprehensive operating performance of the single motor hybrid
powertrain configuration, by combining the advantages of dual PGs configuration, the single
motor hybrid powertrain configuration with dual planetary gears (SMHPC-2PG) is proposed in this
paper. By applying a topology design method that characterizes the constraint relationship between
power resource components and PG nodes, the dynamic models of all configuration candidates are
automatically generated, and the output characteristics of configuration candidates are obtained.
The optimal fuel economy and dynamic performance of configuration candidates are simulated by
employing the global optimal control strategy based on dynamic programming (DP). The SMHPC-2PG
with excellent comprehensive performance is obtained by comparing the performance.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 depicts the basic configuration
scheme of SMHPC-2PG and the topology design method. Section 3 presents powertrain parameters
and component models. Section 4 formulates the global optimal control strategy, and screens all the
configuration candidates based on this control strategy. Result and comparative analysis are discussed
in Section 5. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Single Motor Hybrid Powertrain Configuration with Dual Planetary Gears

2.1. Basic Configuration Scheme

In recent years, a number of vehicles that adopt the single motor hybrid powertrain configuration
scheme have been mass-produced and put into the market, such as Chery Arrizo 7e, as shown in Figure 1.
The components of Arrizo 7e powertrain are mainly composed of PG, motor (MG), engine, output
shaft, CVT, clutch (CL) and one-way clutch (OWC) [25]. The diagram of the powertrain configuration
is shown in Figure 2. The configuration has three operating modes: speed coupling mode (CL1 and
CL2 disengagement), torque coupling mode (CL1 engagement, CL2 disengagement) and engine-alone
driving mode (CL1 disengagement, CL2 engagement). In this configuration, the MG adjusts the engine
speed and torque in the speed coupling mode and torque coupling mode, respectively, and CVT
adjusts the output speed and torque of the system. Therefore, the configuration possesses two ways of
adjustment, which are the MG electric adjustment and the CVT mechanical adjustment.

Figure 1. Arrizo 7e.

Figure 2. Arrizo 7e powertrain configuration.

To further improve the comprehensive operating performance of the above single motor hybrid
powertrain configuration, the basic configuration scheme for the SMHPC-2PG is proposed by
combining the advantages of dual PGs configuration in this paper, as shown in Figure 3. In the
basic configuration scheme, the number of PG is increased to two on the premise that the number
of main components (engine, MG, CVT) is the same as that of Arrizo 7e. Therefore, the basic
configuration scheme not only retains the adjustment function of MG and CVT, but also possesses
various combinations and connections by introducing two PGs, thus the space of topology design is
expanded, and the improvement potential of the comprehensive operating performance for the single
motor hybrid powertrain configuration is increased.
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Figure 3. Basic configuration scheme. (a) Framework; (b) Schematic diagram.

In the basic configuration scheme, the clutch locations are shown in Figure 4 [26], and the total
number of locations nclutch_total is calculated by Equation (1).

nclutch_total = C2
3n + 3n (1)

where n is the number of PGs.

Figure 4. All clutch locations.

It can be concluded that there are at most 21 clutch locations in this basic configuration scheme.
By selecting different clutch locations and changing the ways of combination and connection between
components and the PG nodes, the constraint relationship of the system can be changed, which
generates different operating modes. The generation process of operating mode is shown in Figure 5.
To avoid redundancy and infeasible topology; the following infeasible ways of combination and
connection should be excluded in the generation process.

1. Any node of PG is connected to two or three nodes of the other PG at the same time.
2. Three nodes of PG are grounded at the same time.
3. Three nodes of PG have two or three interconnections at the same time.

Figure 5. The generation process of the operating mode.
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2.2. Topology Design Method

To systematically generate all feasible operating modes in the complex topology of the proposed
basic configuration scheme, and rapidly classify and combine the operating modes to generate
configuration candidates, a general topology design method that characterizes the constraint
relationship between power resource components and PG nodes is proposed in this paper.

2.2.1. Automatic Modeling of Operating Mode

Because of the large number of operating modes in the basic configuration scheme, to explain the
proposed topology design method more conveniently, this paper selects the operating mode shown in
Figure 5 as an example to illustrate. According to the proposed topology design method, the dynamics
relationship of this mode is shown in Equation (2). The fundamental matrix A is composed of rotational
inertia matrix J, matrix D [27–29], torque constraint matrix Tcon and speed constraint matrix Scon.

(2)

where I, ω, T are the rotational inertia, the speed, and the torque, respectively; the subscripts represent
corresponding components and nodes. It should be noted that because the R1 node is grounded, TR1

represents the braking torque that locks the R1 node. F1 and F2 represent the internal force of PG1 and
PG2, respectively, notice that they are intermediate variables for solving equation; Tpg, ωpg are output
torque and speed of the PG, respectively; −Ri, Ri + Si, −Si are the note coefficients of the ring gear,
carrier and sun gear of PGi, respectively. The value of note coefficients is related to the radius of the
nodes [27].

J is a diagonal matrix of size 3n × 3n. In this paper, the first three diagonal elements in matrix J
from top left to bottom right are the sum of the inertia of engine, output shaft, MG, and the inertia
of the notes they connect, respectively. Therefore, the first three diagonal elements of matrix J in
Equation (2) are Ie + IC1, Iout + IC2, and Img + IS1, respectively. The latter three diagonal elements are
the inertia of the nodes which are not connected to the components. They are arranged in matrix J in
the sequence of the ring gear, carrier, and sun gear from PG1 to PG2.

In the initial state, the torque constraint matrix Tcon is a negative unit matrix of size 3n × 3n.
The diagonal elements of the matrix Tcon correspond to the diagonal elements of the matrix J one by one.
When any two nodes of PG are connected, the extended intersection Tcon i, j of corresponding diagonal
elements Tcon i, i, Tcon j, j (i < j) for the two nodes in the matrix Tcon is transformed from zero to one.
The speed constraint matrix Scon is composed of connection constraint and locking constraint, because
the carrier and sun gear of PG1 are connected with the ring gear and sun gear of PG2, respectively,
and the ring gear of PG1 is grounded in this mode. Therefore, the first two rows of the matrix Scon
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are expressed as connection constraint of nodes. The third row of the matrix Scon is expressed as the
locking constraints of the PG1 ring gear.

The size of matrix D is 3n × n. When the components are connected to the ring gear, carrier,
and sun gear of PGi, respectively, the node coefficients −Ri, Ri + Si, −Si are filled at the corresponding
positions in column i of matrix D, respectively. The nodes which are not connected to the components
fill in their own node coefficients at the corresponding positions of matrix D. Matrix a is composed of
matrix Ω and matrix T. The size of matrix Ω is 3n × 1, and the matrix element is angular acceleration.
The size of matrix T is 4n × 1, and matrix elements are composed of torque and internal force F1 and
F2. The dynamic equation of the system can be rewritten to Equation (3).

Aa = H

A =

[
J D1

D2 0

]
, D1 =

[
Tcon D

]
, D2 =

[
Scon DT

]T

=

 J Tcon D
Scon 0 0
DT 0 0


a =

[
Ω
T

]

H =

[
HT
HS

]
(3)

The relationship both steady-state torque and speed for power resource components and PG
nodes are calculated by Equation (4) and (5), respectively.

[
Tcon D

]
T = 0

3n
∑

i=1

3n
∑

j=1
Tcon i,jTj,1 + Di,1T3n+1,1 + Di,2T3n+2,1 = 0

(4)



W =
[

ωe ωpg ωmg ωR1 ωR2 ωS2

]T[
Scon DT

]T
W = 0

3
∑

i=1

3n
∑

j=1
Scon i,jWj,1 = 0

n
∑

i=1

3n
∑

j=1
DT

i,jWj,1 = 0

(5)

where matrix W is rotational speed matrix.
According to the proposed topology design method, by changing the arrangement of non-zero

elements in the matrix Tcon, Scon and the number of rows in the matrix Scon, the complex and changeable
constraint relationship between power resource components and PG nodes can be expressed, and the
dynamic model of corresponding operating mode can be generated. Therefore, the proposed method
has generality in expressing and generating dynamic models of operating modes.

2.2.2. Mode Screening and Classification

Equation (2) shows that if there is only one non-zero element in row i (i > 3) of matrix Tcon,
the corresponding node of this row can be determined to be locked. Therefore, the row can be
deleted in matrix Tcon, and the row of the corresponding node in matrix D can also be deleted.
The transformation process is shown in Equation (6). When the node of row i is connected to the node
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of row j (i < j), the element of row j is added to row i, and row j is deleted in matrix Tcon and matrix D.
The transformation process is shown in Equation (7).{

Tcon i, : = [ ]

D i, : = [ ]
(6)


Tcon i, : = Tcon i, : + Tcon j, :
Tcon j, : = [ ]

D i, : = D i, : + D j, :
D j, : = [ ]

(7)

According to Equations (6) and (7), matrix Tcon is transformed into matrix Tcon*, and its size is
(3n − q) × 3n, q is the number of clutches that lock and connect PG nodes. Similarly, matrix D is
transformed into matrix D*, and its size is (3n − q) × n. According to [Tcon*, D*]·T = 0, the torque
relationship of each component can be obtained as shown in Equation (8). The matrix Scon represents
the speed relationship of the system. Solving [Scon, DT]T·W = 0 by applying Gauss elimination method,
the speed relationship of each component can be obtained as shown in Equation (9).{

Te = f1,1(k1, k2)Tpg + f1,2(k1, k2)Tmg

Tpg = f2,1(k1, k2)Te + f2,2(k1, k2)Tmg
(8)

{
ωe = g1,1(k1, k2)ωpg + g1,2(k1, k2)ωmg

ωpg = g2,1(k1, k2)ωe + g2,2(k1, k2)ωmg
(9)

where k is the radius ratio of the ring gear to sun gear; ki = Ri/Si; f1,1, f1,2, f2,1, f2,2 are the torque
coefficients; g1,1, g1,2, g2,1, g2,2 are the speed coefficients.

The torque and speed coefficients are defined as mode characteristic parameters, and all operating
modes can be classified according to mode characteristic parameters and criteria, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Mode classification and criteria.

Mode Type Switching Criteria

Speed coupling mode f 2
1,1 + f 2

1,2 6= 0, f 2
2,1 + f 2

2,2 6= 0,
g1,1g1,2 6= 0, g2,1g2,2 6=0.

Torque coupling mode
f 1,1f 1,2 6= 0, f 2,1f 2,2 6= 0,

g2
1,1 + g2

1,2 6= 0, g2
2,1 + g2

2,2 6= 0.

Pure electric mode Te = 0, ωe = 0, f 2,2 = −f 1,2/f 1,1 6= 0,
g2,2 = −g1,2/ g1,1 6= 0.

Engine-alone driving mode Tmg = 0, ωmg = 0, f 1,1= 1/f 2,1 6= 0,
g1,1 = 1/g2,1 6= 0.

2.2.3. Mode Combination and Configuration Generation

According to the above criteria, a total of 1998 feasible operating modes are screened out.
And configuration candidates can be generated by combining the classified operating modes. This
paper stipulates that all the configuration candidates must include speed coupling mode, torque
coupling mode, and pure electric mode, so the MG can adjust engine speed/torque and drive vehicle,
respectively. To reduce the control complexity of configuration, the number of clutches used for mode
switching must not exceed four in all configuration candidates. The generation process of configuration
candidate is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The generation process of configuration candidate.

3. Parameter and Model

All configuration candidates adopt the same parameters as shown in Table 2. It is assumed that
there is only a pure rolling state of the wheel, no sliding between the wheel and the ground. And the
yaw stability of the vehicle is not considered. The driving force Fout, driving torque Tout and the speed
of output shaft ωout for the vehicle are shown in Equations (10) and (11).

Fout = mg fr cos a + 1
21.15 CD Av2 + mg sin a + δm dv

dt
Tout = Fout · r
Tpg = Tout

ηCVT iCVT i0

(10)

{
ωout =

v
r

ωpg = ωouti0iCVT
(11)

where m is the vehicle mass; v is the driving speed; a is the climbing slope; fr is the rolling resistance
coefficient; CD is the aerodynamic drag coefficient; A is the front section; δ is the rotating mass
coefficient; g is the gravity acceleration, the value is 9.8 m/s2; r is the radius of wheel; i0 is the gear
ratio of final drive; iCVT is the speed ratio of CVT; ηCVT is the operating efficiency of CVT, its value is
related to CVT input torque and CVT speed ratio by look-up table. The structure and efficiency model
of CVT are shown in Figure 7.

In this paper, the internal resistance model is selected as the battery model [30]. As shown in
Figure 8a. The battery power based on this model is calculated by Equation (12).

Pbatt = Voc Ibatt − I2
battR (12)

where Pbatt is battery power; Voc is open circuit voltage; Ibatt is current; R is internal resistance; Voc and
R are related to SOC (state of charge), as shown in Figure 8b.
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Table 2. Basic parameters of the vehicle.

Component Parameter Value

Vehicle

Mass (kg) 1600
Aerodynamic drag factor 0.301
Rolling resistance factor 0.012

Wheel radius (m) 0.307

Engine
Maximum power (kW) 93
Maximum torque (Nm) 138
Range of speed (r/min) 800~5600

MG
Maximum torque (Nm) 271

Maximum speed (r/min) 10000

Battery Capacity (Ah) 6.5
Nominal voltage (V) 352

Transmission system
Range of CVT speed ratio

Final drive gear ratio
0.442~2.432

3.95
R1:S1(k1), R2:S2(k2) 2.6, 2.63

Figure 7. Continuously variable transmission (CVT) structure and efficiency model. (a) Structure;
(b) Efficiency model.

Figure 8. Battery model. (a) Internal resistance model; (b) Open circuit voltage and internal resistance.

The current is obtained by solving Equation (13).

Ibatt =
Voc −

√
V2

oc − 4RPbatt
2R

(13)

The SOC can be calculated by Equation (14).

SOCt = SOC0 −
1

QN

∫ t

0
Ibattdt (14)
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where SOCt is the SOC at t time; SOC0 is the SOC at the initial time; QN is the capacity of battery; t is
the time for battery charging and discharging.

4. Control Strategy and Configuration Optimization

In this paper, the global optimal control strategy is formulated by adopting the DP algorithm [31,32]
and based on this control strategy, the optimal fuel economy and the optimal dynamic performance
for all configuration candidates are simulated.

4.1. Control Strategy

The state variable and control variable of the control strategy for the optimal fuel economy and
the optimal dynamic performance are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. State variable and control variable.

Simulation Project State Variable Control Variable

Fuel economy SOC ωe Tmg Mode iCVT
Dynamic performance ωe ωmg Tmg Mode iCVT

Where ωe is the engine speed; ωmg, Tmg are the speed and torque of MG, respectively; Mode is the operating mode.

The cost function of the optimal fuel economy control strategy Jfuel is shown in Equation (15).

J f uel =
N−1

∑
k=0

( f uelk + β · ∆Modek + γ · |SOC0 − SOCk|) (15)

where fuelk is the fuel consumption at step k; SOCk is the SOC at step k; β, γ are the weight factors
of the mode penalty function and the SOC penalty function, respectively. The cost function Jfuel
consists of fuel consumption, mode penalty function, and SOC penalty function; the latter two penalty
functions are set to avoid frequent mode switching and maintain the balance of initial and terminal
SOC, respectively.

In this paper, 0–120 km/h acceleration time is selected as the evaluation index of dynamic
performance [30]. In the acceleration process, it is assumed that SOC is sufficient and battery power
always meets the power requirements of the MG. The acceleration time Jacc as the cost function of the
optimal dynamic performance control strategy is shown in Equation (16). Jacc =

120
∑

k=1

∆v
ak

+ β · ∆Modek

ak =
dv
dt =

Fk_max−(mg fr cos a+ 1
21.15 CD Av2+mg sin a)

δm

(16)

where ∆v is the speed sample selected as 1 km/h; ak is the acceleration at speed step k; Fk_max is the
maximum driving force at speed step k.

4.2. Performance Simulation

The optimal fuel economy and dynamic performance for all configuration candidates are
simulated by applying the control strategy formulated in Section 4.1. First, the dynamic performance
of all configuration candidates is simulated, and the configuration with an acceleration time of
0–120 km/h of more than 20 s is eliminated. Second, the fuel economy simulation for all configurations
with acceleration time less than 20 s is carried out. According to Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) standard [33], the urban road cycle (UDDS) and highway cycle (HWFET) are selected as fuel
economy test cycles. The test cycles are shown in Figure 9. By weighted calculation for the fuel
consumption of test cycles, the comprehensive fuel consumption Fuel can be obtained, as shown in
Equation (17). Last, the configurations with acceleration time less than 20 s and the comprehensive
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fuel consumption less than 6 L/100 km are screened out. The process of performance simulation and
configuration screening is shown in Figure 10.

Fuel =
1

0.55
Fuel _UDDS

+ 0.45
Fuel _HWFET

(17)

where Fuel_UDDS and Fuel_HWFET are the fuel consumption of the UDDS and HWFET, respectively.

Figure 9. Test cycle. (a) Urban road cycle (UDDS); (b) Highway cycle (HWFET).

Figure 10. The process of performance simulation and configuration screening.
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5. Results and Analysis

By simulating the optimal dynamic performance and the optimal fuel economy for the
configuration candidates, 196 configurations that satisfy the screening conditions are obtained.
To further obtain the configuration with excellent comprehensive performance, Arrizo 7e is selected
as the reference configuration to optimize all configurations that satisfy the screening conditions.
Finally, the four Pareto optimal configurations (configuration I–IV) with better fuel economy and
dynamic performance than reference configuration are obtained, as shown in Figure 11. In Pareto
optimal configurations, configuration IV has the best dynamic performance with an acceleration time
of 10.0642 s, and configuration I has the best fuel economy of 3.7141 L/100 km. Configuration II
at the corner of Pareto front possesses the most balanced performance, which means that it has the
best comprehensive performance. The acceleration time of 0–120 km/h and the fuel economy for
configuration II are 10.2124 s and 3.9251 L/100 km, respectively. Four Pareto optimal configurations
are shown in Figure 12, and their acceleration time, fuel economy, and operating mode are shown
in Table 4.

Figure 11. Results of configuration optimization.

Figure 12. Pareto optimal configuration.
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Table 4. Performance and operating mode of Pareto optimal configuration.

Configuration Fuel Economy (L/100 km) Acceleration Capacity (s) Operating Mode

I 3.7141 12.3412 1-spd, 2-trq, 1-EV
II 3.9251 10.2124 1-spd, 2-trq, 1-EV
III 4.0350 10.1334 1-spd, 1-trq, 1-EV
IV 4.1629 10.0642 1-spd, 1-trq, 1-EV, 1-eng

Arrizo 7e 4.4231 13.6895 1-spd, 1-trq, 1-eng

Where spd, trq, EV, and eng represent speed coupling mode, torque coupling mode, pure electric mode,
and engine-alone driving mode, respectively.

To further explore the characteristics of energy consumption for the optimal configuration
in the proposed scheme, the configuration II with the best comprehensive performance and the
reference configuration Arrizo 7e are selected for the comparative analysis of energy consumption.
The performance of the reference configuration is also simulated by applying the global optimal control
strategy based on DP. Compared with the reference configuration, the fuel economy and dynamic
performance of configuration II are improved by 11.26% and 25.40%, respectively. Under the urban
road cycle and highway cycle, the distributions of working points for power resource components and
SOC curves in configuration II are shown in Figures 13 and 14. Most of the engine working points
of configuration II are close to the optimal operating line (OOL), which indicates that the adjustment
approach combining MG and CVT adopted in configuration II can adjust the engine speed and torque
excellently, and keep the engine operate in high efficiency continuously.

Figure 13. Distribution of components working points in configuration II. (a) UDDS; (b) HWFET.
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Figure 14. SOC (state of charge) curves of configuration II. (a) UDDS; (b) HWFET.

Table 5 presents the proportion of high-efficiency region of engine working points in the two
configurations (In this paper, the region with fuel consumption rate less than 270 g/kW·h is defined as
the high-efficiency region). Table 6 shows the average efficiency of MG in the two configurations under
different test cycles. From Table 5, it can be seen that the engine operating efficiency of configuration II
has been significantly improved in the urban road cycle, and the proportion of high-efficiency region
has been increased by 7.75% compared with the reference configuration. In the highway cycle, due to
the high operating efficiency of engine, the potential to further improve engine efficiency is limited.
Therefore, the proportion of high-efficiency region of configuration II is only 0.93% higher than the
reference configuration. As shown in Table 6, in the urban road cycle and highway cycle, the MG
average efficiency of configuration II increases by 3.38% and 5.47%, respectively compared with the
reference configuration. Combined with Tables 5 and 6, the overall operating efficiency of power
resource components in configuration II has been effectively improved, which confirms that the
SMHPC-2PG possesses excellent energy-saving performance.

Table 5. Proportion of high-efficiency region of engine working points.

UDDS HWFET

Configuration II 61.20% 79.05%
Reference configuration 53.45% 78.12%

Table 6. Average efficiency of MG.

UDDS HWFET

Configuration II 78.61% 78.85%
Reference configuration 75.23% 73.38%

Figure 15 shows the energy loss of the configuration II and the reference configuration in different
test cycles. In the urban road cycle, the improvement of fuel economy for configuration II is mainly
due to the raising of operating efficiency of power resource components, as shown in Figure 15a.
Compared with the reference configuration, the energy loss of engine and MG in configuration II
decreased by 10.6% and 26.5%, respectively. In the highway cycle, because of the high efficiency of the
engine in configuration II and reference configuration, the reduction of energy loss for the transmission
system and MG becomes the main factor to improve the fuel economy of configuration II. As shown in
Figure 15b, compared with the reference configuration, the energy loss of the transmission system and
MG in configuration II are reduced by 1140 kJ and 930 kJ, respectively.
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Figure 15. Comparison of energy loss. (a) UDDS; (b) HWFET.

6. Conclusions

To further improve the comprehensive operating performance of the single motor hybrid electric
vehicle, the SMHPC-2PG design was proposed in this paper. By adopting a topology design method
that characterizes the constraint relationship between power resource components and PG nodes,
all feasible configuration candidates based on the basic configuration scheme were systematically
explored, and dynamic models of configuration candidates were automatically generated. The optimal
fuel economy and the optimal dynamic performance for configuration candidates were simulated
based on the global optimal control strategy. Finally, the SMHPC-2PG with excellent comprehensive
performance was obtained by screening. The following two points should be noted.

1. The main purpose of this paper was to provide a new design idea and scheme for the single
motor hybrid powertrain configuration.

2. Compared with the reference configuration, four Pareto optimal configurations obtained by
screening and optimization have obvious advantages in fuel economy and dynamic performance.
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